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Abstract—Most modern database management systems (DBMS) provide the 
ability to restrict user access to database objects. The problems of restricting 
access to individual records are arising increasingly in connection with the 
growing need for flexibility in restricting access in modern databases, including 
when using them to store information classified as state or commercial secrets. 
Currently, these tasks are solved individually, and there are no commonly 
formalized approaches to designing such access restrictions. The study aims to 
reduce the design time for database schemes when it is necessary to restrict access 
to individual records of the database tables and improve the quality of the 
designed schemes by using the proposed algorithms. Questions about the design 
of the protected databases with the use of access restrictions to separate records 
are considered. Both restriction of illegal access to records, and granting false 
camouflage information instead of required is considered. The proposed software 
package will consist of 2 main parts: a database and a client application. To 
differentiate access, the study proposed the use of a record-protecting lock. 

Keywords—client-server, database, database management system, model, 
software 

1 Introduction 

Most modern database management systems (DBMS) provide the ability to restrict 
user access to database objects, which include tables, views, packages, stored 
procedures, sequences, and schemas [1-4]. At the same time, the issues of restricting 
access to individual records of the database tables have not been given due attention. 
Particular DBMS, such as Linter, provide the possibility to set security labels on 
database table records. Most commercially used DBMSs do not have these capabilities 
[5-7]. 

The use of the standard SQL language in relational databases makes it possible to 
perform the same actions on different DBMS, executing identically formed queries. 
Thus, nowadays correctly designed information systems can be ported between several 
DBMS [8-11]. The problems of restricting access to individual records are arising 
increasingly in connection with the growing need for flexibility in restricting access in 
modern databases, including when using them to store information classified as state or 
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commercial secrets. Currently, these tasks are solved individually, and there are no 
commonly formalized approaches to designing such access restrictions [12-15]. 

The study aims to reduce the design time for database schemes when it is necessary 
to restrict access to individual records of the database tables and improve the quality of 
the designed schemes by using the proposed algorithms and methods for restricting 
access, which restrict various access models. 

To achieve the aim, the following problems must be resolved: 

─ analysis of possible ways to restrict access with the choice of the most suitable for a 
specific task and compatible with most relational databases; 

─ the choice of means of access restriction implementation, which allows 
implementing access restriction on most DBMS. 

2 Materials and methods 

Providing differentiation of access to information in databases within the 
organization ensures the full-fledged work of all its users over the network, business 
process management, support for life cycles and document versions, and dynamic 
management of access rights [16-18].  

As an example, let’s consider a software package for automating the work of the 
selection committee. The software package should perform the following tasks: 

1. At the preparatory stage of the work of the selection committee, it should enter the 
results of the entrance exams into the database. A diagram of decision options is 
shown in Figure 1. Information that is entered into the Database at this stage: 
− Full name of the applicant; 
− Faculty/School, in which the applicant intends to enroll; 
− The score received by the applicant. 

Based on this information, the PC Operator can generate various reports. 

2. At the stage of accepting documents, it should enter information about applicants 
into the Database. On the diagram of solution options (Figure 1), this interaction is 
described in the algorithm of the PC Operator and the Applicant and the solution 
"The applicant’s record-keeping". During document submission, it may be necessary 
to enter the exam results into the Database (the extended connection between the 
options "The applicant’s record-keeping" and "Add exam result"). Information 
entered into the Database at this stage: 
− specialty for which the applicant wishes to enroll; 
− a list of specialties that the applicant agrees to enter, if he/she can not enroll in 

the main specialty; 
− citizenship; 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of choosing the solution options 

− gender (female, male); 
− date of birth; 
− address of the applicant; 
− information about parents (full name, date of birth, address of residence); 
− passport data; 
− number of the certificate and year of graduation from school (university); 
− the original or a copy of the certificate has been submitted; 
− form of education (fee-based or state grant); 
− contract number (for a fee-based form of education); 
− date of signing the contract; 
− refusal to participate in the competition (for a fee-based form of education); 
− the result of the interview (for a fee-based form of education); 
− participation of the applicant in testing. 

3. At the stage of the examinations, the test results and exam results, information on 
admission to the specialty based on the test results, and competition are entered into 
the Database. Based on this information, the PC Operator can generate various 
reports. The applicant’s record-keeping options include: 
− Submission of an application by the applicant. 
− Submission of all necessary documents. 
− Withdrawal of applicants' documents.  

At any stage of the selection committee’s work, the PC Operator can generate 
various reports. The actors in the "Report Generation" solution are the PC Operators, 
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who generate reports, the dean's office, the IT department, the chancellory, the first-aid 
post, and the departments (the actors to whom the reports are sent). 

4. Restricting users' access to information in the Database. All users can be divided into 
the following categories: 
− DBMS administrator - a person who is responsible for the creation of a database, 

technical control of the operation of the DBMS, and determines the rules of 
security and data integrity. The administrator gets access to all data in the 
database. 

− The administrator of the central admission committee - is a person who has the 
right to view, add, and change any data in the database. This person plays the 
role of an actor "PC Operator" at the preparatory stage of the selection 
committee's work (collecting information about the Olympiads held and entering 
these data into the database). 

− The user of the central admission committee is a person who has the right to view 
the data on applicants entering the university. This person can perform part of 
the "PC Operator" actor duties (it is allowed to implement the "Report 
Generation" system option, Figure 1) 

− The administrator of the admission committee within a faculty - is a person who 
has the right to view, add, and change data about applicants entering this faculty. 
This person plays the role of a "PC Operator" actor at the second stage of the 
selection committee (receiving documents) and the third stage (conducting 
exams). 

− The user of the admission committee within a faculty is a person who has the 
right to view the data on applicants entering this faculty. This person can perform 
part of the "PC Operator" actor’s duties in the second and third stages of the 
selection committee's work (it is allowed to implement the "Report Generation" 
system option, Figure 1). 

Since the admission committee of the university consists of a central admission 
committee and several admission committees of faculties, which can be physically 
located in different classrooms (even in different buildings), our software package 
should consist of several parts that can interact via a local area network (LAN).  

3 Results 

Based on the terms of reference and the above-mentioned facts, the software package 
will consist of 2 main parts: a database and a client application (Figure 2).  
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Fig. 2. The structure of the software package 

According to the terms of reference, all users can be divided into the following 
categories: 

─  DBMS administrator - responsible for creating the database; 
─ The administrator of the Central Admission Committee (ACAC) - has the right to 

view, add, and change any data in the database; 
─  The user of the Central Admissions Committee (UCAC) - has the right to view the 

data on applicants; 
─ The administrator of the admission committee of the faculty (AACF) - has the right 

to view, add, and change the data on applicants entering the faculty; 
─  The user of the admission committee of the faculty (UACF) - has the right to view 

the data on applicants entering the faculty; 

It is necessary to delimit access to database data according to the categories of users. 
To do this, we will develop rules for differentiating access to data from the database: 

─ All users have the right to access the Faculty and Exam reading tables. Only ACAC 
has access to recording, updating, or deleting. 

─ All users have access to read special tables. Users of the ACAC and UCAC have the 
right to read all records. AACF and UACF users can read only those records that 
relate to their faculty. Only ACAChave access for recording, updating, or deleting. 

─ All users have access to the ExamResult and DPUser tables. Users of the ACAC 
and UCAC have the right to read all records. AACF and UACF users can read only 
those records that relate to their faculty. ACAC has access to recording, updating, or 
deleting all records, whereas AACF has access only to those records that relate to 
their faculty. 

─ All users have access to read the Abiturient and AbiturientSpec tables. Users of 
the ACAC and UCAC have the right to read all records. AACF and UACF users can 
read only those records that relate to their faculty. Only AACF has access to 
recording, updating, or deleting. 
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Based on the rules of access control, we determine that it is necessary to differentiate 
access for all database users (except the Administrator) to various table records by 
selecting, updating, deleting, and inserting. The access criteria will be: 

─ The user belongs to the user category. 
─ The user is a member of the faculty. 

To store these criteria, we will add another table to the database - SecureUser, which 
will contain the username (which corresponds to the username under which the person 
will register in the system), the category, and the faculty to which he/she belongs (only 
for AACF and UACF). The final information model of the system database, which is 
in the third normal form, is shown in Figure 3.4. 

We will provide access control in two ways: 

─ Introduction of roles, with the help of which we will provide separate access to 
tables. 

─ Introduction of Row Level Security (RLS), a mechanism that uses a selection 
condition (predicate) when querying database tables. This mechanism consists of 
two parts - creating a function that generates a selection predicate by username and 
linking this function with the target table, listing the actions for which this function 
should be performed. 

3.1 Secure user table 

Table 1 includes information about database users. 

Table 1.  Fields 

Attribute  Data Type  PKEY FKEY NOT 
NULL UNIQUE Description 

user_id NUMBER X  X X Key field  
user_name VARCHAR2(64)   X X Username 
adm NUMBER   X  User category 

id_fac NUMBER  X X  

Faculty to which the 
user belongs. Link 
to the record in the 

table Faculty  

Codes for the adm field: 
0 - DB Administrator, DBMS 

Administrator 
1 - Administrator of the Central 

Admission Committee (ACAC) 
2 - User of the Central Admissions 

Committee (UCAC)  
3 - Administrator of the admission 

committee of the faculty (AACF) 
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4 - User of the admission committee of 
the faculty (UACF)  

Role restrictions: 
─ For ACAC, UCAC, AACF, UACF – only reading. 

Field access predicates for users: 
─ For ACAC, UCAC, AACF, UACF – «user_name». 

3.2 Faculty table 

Table 2 includes information about the faculties of the university. 

Table 2.  Faculty information 

Attribute  Data Type  PKEY FKEY NOT NULL UNIQUE Description 
fac_id NUMBER X  X X Key field 
fac_name VARCHAR2(64)   X  Faculty name 
fac_num NUMBER   X X Faculty number 
Deleted NUMBER   X  Record deleted 

 
Role restrictions: 

─ For UCAC, AACF, UACF - only reading. 

3.3 Special table 

The table includes information on specialties that an applicant can apply for. 

Table 3.  Specialties in the university 

Attribute Data Type  PKEY FKEY NOT 
NULL UNIQUE Description 

spec_id NUMBER X  X X Key field 
spec_name VARCHAR2(64)   X  Specialty name 
spec_num NUMBER   X X Specialty number 

id_fac NUMBER  X X  

Faculty to which the 
specialty belongs. Link 

to the record in the 
table Faculty 

Deleted NUMBER   X  Record deleted 

 
Role restrictions: 

─ For UCAC, AACF, UACF - only reading  

Field access predicates for users: 
─ For AACF, UACF - "UserTable [login = user_name] .fac_id = id_fac". 
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3.4 Exam table 

The table includes information about the entrance exams. 

Table 4.  Information about entrance exams 

Attribute  Data Type  PKEY FKEY NOT 
NULL UNIQUE Description 

exam_id NUMBER X  X X Key field 
exam_date DATE   X  Exam date 

id_base NUMBER  X X  The base on which the 
exam was conducted 

Deleted NUMBER   X  Record deleted 

 
Role restrictions: 

─ For UCAC, AACF, UACF - only reading  

3.5 Exam result table 

The table includes information about the exam results. 

Table 5.  Exam results 

Attribute  Data Type  PKEY FKEY NOT 
NULL UNIQUE Description 

result_id NUMBER X  X X Key field 

id_exam NUMBER  X X  

The exam at which 
this result was 

obtained. Link to the 
record in the Exam 

table.  

id_dpuser NUMBER  X X  

The person who 
received the given 
result. Link to the 

DPUser table record.  

id_fac NUMBER  X X  

Faculty for which the 
exam is being 

conducted. Link to the 
record in the Faculty 

table.  

 
Role restrictions: 

─ For UCAC, AACF, UACF – only reading. 

Field access predicates for users: 
─ For AACF, UACF - “(UserTable [login = user_name] .fac_id = id_fac) | 

(UserTable [login = user_name] .fac_id = Base [Exam [id_exam] .id_base] .id_fac) 
"(the faculty for which the exam is being conducted, or the faculty that owns the 
base on which the exam was conducted, matches the desired one). 
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3.6 DP user table 

The table includes information about users. 

Table 6.  Information on users 

Attribute  Data Type  PKEY FKEY NOT 
NULL UNIQUE Description 

user_id NUMBER X  X X Key field 
first_name VARCHAR2(64)   X  First name 
last_name VARCHAR2(64)   X  Last name 
middle_name VARCHAR2(64)   X  Middle name 

user_dp NUMBER   X  
Type of pre-
university 

preparation 
deleted NUMBER   X  Record deleted 

 
Role restrictions: 

─ For UCAC, UACF – only reading. 

Field access predicates for users: 
─ For AACF, UACF - "the faculty for which at least one exam of this faculty was 

conducted, or the applicant has applied for this faculty, but he/she does not yet have 
exam results (determined through the AbitSpec and Spec tables), coincides with the 
desired one." 

3.7 Abiturient table 

The table includes information about applicants who have applied for admission to 
the university. 

Table 7.  Admission Applicants 

Attribute  Data Type  PKEY FKEY NOT 
NULL UNIQUE Description 

abit_id NUMBER X  X X Key field 

id_user NUMBER  X X X Link to record in 
DPUser table 

id_spec NUMBER  X   

The specialty for 
which he is enrolled. 
Link to recording in 

the Special table. 

create_date DATE   X  Date of submission of 
documents 

drop_date DATE     Date of return of 
documents 

certificate_real NUMBER   X  Original passport or 
copy submitted 

cetrificate_number NUMBER   X  Certificate number 
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Attribute  Data Type  PKEY FKEY NOT 
NULL UNIQUE Description 

cetrificate_good NUMBER   X  

In the certificate, all 
marks are higher than 
6 points (according to 

a 12-point system) 
school_end_date DATE   X  Graduation year 

school_type NUMBER   X  Type of secondary 
educational institution 

nationality VARCHAR2(32)   X   
address VARCHAR2(512)   X   
address_type NUMBER   X   
birthday DATE   X   
sex NUMBER   X  Sex 
privel NUMBER   X  Privileges 

foreign_leng NUMBER   X  What foreign language 
was studied at school 

contract NUMBER   X  
fee-based or state 

grant form of 
education 

pay_date DATE     Contract payment date 

sum NUMBER     Contract payment 
amount 

contrakt_number NUMBER     Contract number 

reject_con NUMBER     Refusal to participate 
in the competition 

zachislen NUMBER   X  Enrolled or not 

zachislen_con NUMBER     
Enrolled by 

competition or early 
admission 

test1 NUMBER     The applicant goes to 
the first test 

test2 NUMBER     The applicant goes to 
the second test 

test_result NUMBER     Test results 
deleted NUMBER   X  Record deleted 

 
Role restrictions: 

─ For ACAC, UCAC, UACF - only reading. 

Field access predicates for users: 
─ For UACF - "the applicant has applied for this faculty, (determined through the 

AbitSpec and Spec tables)".  

3.8 Abiturient spec table  

The table includes information about the specialties for which the applicant wants to 
enroll. 
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Table 8.  Choice of Program specialties of applicants 

Attribute  Data Type  PKEY FKEY NOT 
NULL UNIQUE Description 

abitsp_id NUMBER X  X X Key field 

id_abit NUMBER  X X X 

An applicant who 
wishes to enter a 

certain specialty. Link 
to the record in the 

Abiturient table. 

id_spec NUMBER  X X  

The specialty for 
which the applicant 

wishes to enroll. Link 
to the record in the 

Special table. 
prior NUMBER   X  Specialty priority 
deleted NUMBER   X  Record deleted 

 
Role restrictions: 

─ For ACAC, UCAC, UACF - only reading. 

Field access predicates for users: 
─ For UACF - "The specialty belongs to the desired faculty (determined through the 

Spec table". 

Thus, the differentiation of access to data using the introduction of roles and RLS 
provide flexible and effective protection of information in the database. 

4 Conclusion 

During the analysis of the access control rules, it can be seen that different users can 
simultaneously access data from the database. Therefore, a data-sharing mechanism 
must be provided. Access to different users for reading the same set of data does not 
have any negative consequences. It is necessary to delimit access for recording, 
updating and deleting. In my case, it is necessary to delimit access to the ExamResult 
and DPUser tables from the users of ACAC and AACF. These users have the right to 
change the contents of these tables. 

To differentiate access, the study proposed the use of a record-protecting lock, which 
protects an object from being imposed on it by other operations of a complete lock or a 
recording lock. This kind of locking allows someone who previously "captured" the 
object to complete the modification of the object. In the future, during the development 
of software, it must be kept in mind that the introduction of such a lock can lead to 
deadlocks, and it is necessary to take measures to resolve them (seize resources in strict 
order). 
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